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1. The “holographic” approach in theories with extra compact dimensions

1. The bulk and the boundary usually respect different symmetries. Therefore it is useful to
treat these two sectors separately if we want to keep track of the symmetries of the model.
On the other hand, KK modes, being a mixture of boundary and bulk fields, do not have well–
defined symmetry transformations and then symmetries in this approach are not manifest.
2. Whenever the bulk fields are weakly coupled to the boundary fields, one can treat the bulk
as a small perturbation to the boundary. This occurs in AdS5 spaces. In this case one can
perform an expansion in the boundary–bulk couplings (apart from the ordinary expansion in
the 5D bulk coupling) that enormously simplify the calculations. An example is the one–loop
running of the gauge coupling in AdS5 models, where the obscure KK calculation becomes
strikingly simple if one uses the holographic approach [3].
3. The 5D bulk coupled to the 4D boundary has certain similarities to a 4D strongly coupled
field theory (SCFT) with a large number of “colors” coupled to some external fields. These
similarities are useful to get a simple understanding of the 5D calculations.
Let us elaborate a little bit more on the holographic approach. Consider a five–dimensional
theory with metric

(1.1)
ds2 = a(z)2 ηµν dxµ dxν dz2  gMN dxM dxN ;
where the fifth dimension z is compactified on a manifold with boundaries at z = L0 and z =
L1 (L0  z  L1 ). These boundaries will be called ultraviolet (UV) boundary and infrared (IR)
R
boundary respectively. The conformal length of the extra dimension is given by L = LL01 dz =
L1 L0 . We are interested in obtaining the partition function Z of this theory at the leading order
in a semiclassical approximation (tree–level). We proceed in the following way. We first integrate
over the bulk fields, Φ, constrained to the UV–boundary value Φ(x; z = L0 ) = Φ0 (x):

Z [Φ 0 ℄ =

Z
Φ0

dΦ eiS(Φ) = eiSeff (Φ

0

)

:

(1.2)

This is done simply by obtaining Φ from its 5D equation of motion and substituting it back into the
action. The boundary condition (b.c.) of Φ at the IR–boundary must be taken to be consistent with
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Starting from the pioneering work of Scherk and Schwarz in 1979 [1], extra dimensions have
provided new possibilities to break symmetries. Especially in the recent years theories with more
than 4 dimensions have received a lot of attention due to their possible applications to particles
physics.
The historical approach to these theories has consisted in decomposing the extra–dimensional
fields in infinite series of 4D mass–eigenstates, the Kaluza–Klein (KK) modes, and calculate with
them physical quantities. Nevertheless, this KK approach is not always very transparent, lacking
sometimes of an intuitive understanding of the results. This is especially true in the case of a
warped extra dimension [2]. For this purpose the holographic or boundary procedure is much more
useful. It consists in separating the bulk fields from their boundary value and treating them as
distinct variables. Three important benefits emerge from this approach:
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the 5D variational principle. For example, for a scalar field we have 1
S(Φ) =

1
g25

Z

p 1
d 5 x g gMN ∂M Φ∂N Φ +  :
2

(1.3)

Seff =

1
g25

Z

1
Φ∂z Φ =
UV 2

Z

d4 p 1 0
Φ Σ(q)Φ0 ;
(2π)4 2

Σ(q) =

where

q
tanh(qL) :
g25

(1.4)

The resulting effective action Seff is a 4D non–local action of the UV–boundary field Φ0 .
As a second step to obtain Z , we must integrate over all possible 4D field configurations Φ0 :
Z

Z=

dΦ0 ei[Seff (Φ

0

)+SUV (Φ0 )℄

;

(1.5)

where SUV contains possible local terms for Φ0 on the UV–boundary. If the terms in SUV dominate
over those of Seff , that happens for L=g25  1, the effective theory corresponds to the 4D action SUV
of the scalar Φ0 with a small correction to its self–energy Σ(q) coming from the bulk – Eq. (1.4).
In this case Φ0 is approximately a mass-eigenstate.
In AdS5 spaces,
1
(1.6)
a(z) = ;
kz
where 1=k is the AdS curvature radius, one can show that the effect of increasing the length of
the extra dimension by moving the UV–boundary L0 ! L0 =ω is equivalent at low–energies [5] to
the effect of adding some appropriate UV–boundary terms for the fields in the original theory. For
example, for gauge bosons the UV–boundary kinetic term that must be added is proportional to
ln ω and then can be sizable for large ω.
The 4D boundary action obtained in Eq. (1.2) also allows one to establish, at the qualitative
level, the following “holographic correspondence”: the functional Z [Φ0 ℄ in Eq. (1.2) is equivalent
to the generating functional obtained by integrating out a 4D SCFT in the limit of large number of
“colors” N:
Z
0
0
Z [Φ ℄ = dΦSCFT ei[SSCFT +Φ O ℄ :
(1.7)
Here the fields Φ0 correspond to external fields coupled to the strong sector through operators
O made of SCFT fields. They act like “sources” for correlators of the CFT operators O . This
1 For

fermions see Ref. [4]
one can easily show that Σ is just the inverse of the 5D scalar propagator along the UV–boundary.
For Dirichlet b.c. on the IR–boundary, Φ(z = L1 = L) = 0, we obtain Σ = q coth(qL)=g25 .
2 Alternatively,
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In Eq. (1.3) a coefficient 1=g25 has been factored out in front of the action, so that g5 is the 5D
expansion parameter. In order to solve the equations of motion it is useful to work in Euclidean
momentum representation along the four non–compact dimensions: xµ ! qµ . The general bulk
solution in flat space at the leading order in g5 (free scalar theory) has the form Φ = A(q) cosh(qz) +
B(q) sinh(qz) where A and B are two integrations constants to be fixed by boundary conditions.
Demanding Φ(z = L0 = 0) = Φ0 and a Neumann b.c. on the IR–boundary, ∂z Φ(z = L1 = L) = 0,
we obtain: Φ = Φ0 [cosh(qz) tanh(qL) sinh(qz)℄. Inserting the solution back into the action, we
get 2
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hO (q)O (
p

q)i =

∞

F2

∑ q2 +i m2

i=1

:

(1.9)

i

In the 4D theory one has Fi ∝ N, while in the 5D theory Fi ∝ 1=g5 . In general, however, we cannot
say much about the field content of the SCFT, nor about the nature of the operators O that couple
to the external fields Φ0 . In fact, it is not at all guaranteed that a 4D SCFT exists, which leads to
the same Z [Φ 0 ℄ as that of the 5D theory. Therefore, at the field theoretical level, the holographic
correspondence stated above should be rather considered as a holographic interpretation: a qualitative 4D description of a five–dimensional effective field theory. This interpretation, however, is
very useful to have a clear and quick qualitative understanding of higher–dimensional theories.
More can be elaborated on the 5D/4D correspondence when the 5D spacetime is AdS. In
the decompactified limit L0 ! 0, L1 ! ∞, the boundary action Seff is invariant under conformal
transformations due to the AdS isometries [6]. This implies that, in such a limit, the 4D holographic
theory is a conformal field theory (CFT), and the operators O can be organized according to their
dimension. The momentum scaling of the correlators hO  O i is now determined, and this allows
us to derive many properties of the low–energy theory based only on dimensional grounds. In this
case holography becomes a very useful tool to understand 5D AdS models.

2. 5D scenarios of electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB)
The holographic correspondence allows to obtain 5D theories of EWSB mimicking 4D SCFT
such as Technicolor models. Contrary to 4D SCFT, however, we can perform calculations in these
5D theories. The guidelines to built these theories are the following: (1) Take the global symmetries
of the 4D SCFT as local symmetries of the 5D bulk, (2) reduce the 5D bulk symmetries on the UV–
boundary to the SM ones by the use, for example, of Dirichlet b.c., (3) break the EW symmetry by
a VEV of a scalar v on the IR–boundary. In the limit v  1=L the Higgs is very heavy and, after
integrating it out, we end up with a theory like Technicolor. Notice that the SM gauge bosons are
located at a distance L from the IR–boundary where EWSB occurs, and then the SM fields only
notice EWSB at (low) energies  1=L and not at the value of v. In the opposite limit, v  1=L, we
obtain a theory with a composite light Higgs.
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correspondence implies that at the classical level the 5D bulk is equivalent to a 4D SCFT in the
large–N limit. In string theory the holographic correspondence has been conjectured to be an exact
duality for certain warped geometries [6]. At the field theoretical level we are considering here,
however, this 5D/4D correspondence is simply based on the observation that n–point functions
defined as
n ln Z
hO  O i  δΦδ0 
;
(1.8)
δΦ0
can be written, both in the 5D theory and in the large–N SCFT, as sums over infinitely narrow
states. For a 4D strongly coupled theory, this decomposition directly follows from the large–N
limit [7]. From the 5D point of view, on the other hand, hO  O i is computed in terms of 5D
propagators, and these can be decomposed as an infinite sum over 4D propagators of KK modes.
Then, the n–point function hO  O i has a similar decomposition as in large–N SCFT. For example,
the two–point function can be written as
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In the next section we will propose two 5D scenarios of EWSB. Before doing this, we must
understand the constraints on these types of models that arise from electroweak precision experiments. This is crucial to know the viability of the models.
b Tb, W and Y parameters
2.1 Electroweak precision tests: the S,

Any theory of EWSB must give at low–energies small deviations (1 0:1%) from the SM
predictions. The theories that we want to study in this article are categorized as universal theories;
theories in which new physics effects appear in the self–energies of the SM gauge boson Πi j (q),
i; j = Wa ; B. Assuming that the scale of new physics is larger than the EW scale, one can show,
based on symmetry principles and absence of fine-tuning, that the effects of universal theories on
the experimental data can be parametrized by 4 form factors [8]:

Sb =

custodial SU(2)L

0 (0)
g2 ΠW
3B

+

Tb

=

g2
2 [ΠW3 (0)
MW

W

=

2
g2 MW
2

00 (0)
ΠW
3

+

+

Y

=

2
g0 2 MW
2

Π00B (0)

+

+

ΠW + (0)℄

Above we also show the symmetry that each of these form factors preserve. Experimental data,
b Tb, W and Y to be quite
mostly from LEP1 and LEP2, restricts new physics contributions to S,
small. We find [8]
103 Sb
103 Tb
103Y
103W
mh
115 0:0  1:3
800

0:9  1:3

0:1  0:9 0:1  1:2

0:4  0:8

2:0  1:0 0:0  1:2

0:2  0:8

b
Therefore, we can conclude that in a generic universal model, no matter what the Higgs mass is,S,
3
Tb, W and Y must be small, at the 10 level.

(I) Higgsless theories:
The first example we want to present is a 5D model of EWSB without a (light) Higgs [9, 10].
As we already mentioned the UV–boundary lagrangian must correspond to the SM model, while the
bulk and IR–boundary must be responsible for EWSB. This latter will mimic a Technicolor sector.
In order to avoid a too large contribution to Tb this sector must preserve a custodial symmetry. The
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Form factors
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symmetry patterns is then assumed to be
GSM  SU(2)L U(1)Y SU(3)c
SU(2)L  SU(2)R U(1)B L SU(3)c
SU(2)L+R U(1)B L SU(3)c

UV boundary :
5D Bulk :
IR boundary :

The SM fermions will arise as the massless modes of 5D fermion fields. By an appropiate choice
of the 5D fermion masses, one can show that these massless states can be localized towards the
UV-boundary. Therefore the UV-boundary fields correspond to a good aproximation to the SM
fields. By integrating out the bulk and IR–boundary we can write the effective theory as a function
of the UV–boundary fields. These are the SM gauge fields Wa and B. We obtain L = L SM + L eff
where for the transverse gauge bosons at the quadratic level,
1 a
W ∆ΠWW (q)W aµ
2 µ

1
Bµ ∆ΠBB (q)Bµ :
2

Wµ3 ∆ΠW B (q)Bµ

(2.1)

For flat space the vacuum polarizations ∆ΠV are calculated in Ref. [10]. Since the IR–boundary
breaks the EW symmetry, the W and Z get a mass:
2
MW

=

∆ΠWW (0) = 2g2

M
;
L

M=

ML MR
;
ML + MR

(2.2)

where the last relation applies only in 5D flat space and ML R = 1=g25 L R is the inverse 5D gauge
coupling squared. The problem of this model is, however, that MW is too close to 1=L and therefore
b Tb, W and Y parameters. The largest contribution appears
one expects large contributions to the S,
b In flat space one finds
in S.
;

24



3
ZW
Sb = g ML 1 +
3
4 (ML + MR )L

;


;

(2.3)

where ZW is the coefficient of the kinetic term of the SU(2)L+R gauge bosons on the IR–boundary.
Notice that Sb grows with the inverse 5D coupling. More precisely parametrizing the 5D loop
expansion parameter as 3 `5 = =(48π3 MR) we have
Sb =

g2 1
:
36π2 `5

(2.4)

For `5  1 (necessary to have a reliable 5D gauge coupling expansion), one has Sb  10 3 , indicating that (marginal) agreement with the data can only be obtained in the region where Sb is not
calculable. In this respect a Higgsless theory in 5D does not fare better than a generic strongly
coupled and incalculable 4D one. It can be proven that this is true for any 5D metric. Even if
the breaking of the electroweak symmetry is broken by a scalar in the bulk instead of by the IRb
boundary one always obtains a large contribution to S.
b
We must also say that contributions to T , arising at the one–loop level [11, 12], are also sizable
in these types of models.
3 By

applying naive dimensional analysis the scale at which the 5D theory becomes strongly coupled is 48π3 M.
When `5  1 the theory is strongly coupled already at the energy of the lightest KK mode, so that the 5D description is
never valid, and predictivity is totally lost.
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(II) Composite Higgs:
The presence of a light Higgs seems to be a crucial ingredient if we want to avoid large contributions to Sb and Tb. In this case the Higgs VEV can be tuned to be smaller than 1=L to the desirable
value [11]. This fine tuning, however, can be avoided if the Higgs sector is protected by an approximate symmetry. An interesting possibility is to have a Higgs arising as a pseudo–Goldstone boson
(PGB). In this case, the Higgs mass is protected by an approximate global symmetry, similarly as
pions in QCD. 4 Furthermore, its potential is completely determined by IR-physics (is induced by
loop of SM gauge boson and loop of tops) and the EWSB can be predicted.
Here we want present a 5D model in which the Higgs appears as a PGB, or, equivalently, as
the fifth component of a 5D gauge boson (A5 ) [14, 12]. The symmetry pattern of the model is given
by [12]
SU(2)L U(1)Y SU(3)c
SO(5) U(1)B L SU(3)c
SO(4) U(1)B L SU(3)c

This is the minimal scenario that accomplishes three things: it delivers a PGB being a 2 of SU(2)L ,
the Higgs, it has a custodial SU(2)L+R symmetry after EWSB (up to UV-boundary terms), and it
contains the SM gauge group. The presence of a massless scalar at tree-level can be explicitly
seen by, for example, working in the unitary gauge. In this gauge A5 is non–vanishing only in its
SO(5)/SO(4) components, which are however
constrained to have a fixed profile along the fifth
q

dimension: A5 (x; z) = ζ(z)h(x), ζ(z) = z 2=(L21 L20 ) for AdS5 and ζ(z) = const for flat space.
Thus, physical fluctuations of A5 correspond to a 4D scalar field h(x) transforming as a 4 of SO(4),
the Higgs. From the point of view of the 5D theory, a potential for A5 is forbidden at tree–level by
gauge invariance, but it is generated radiatively due to the presence of the UV–boundary.
The SM fermions are embedded into 5D Dirac spinors ξi which live in the bulk and belong
to the 41 3 representation of SO(5)U(1)B L . By an appropriate determination of the bulk and
boundary masses we can obtain a realistic theory of fermion masses. In AdS5 small fermion masses
can be naturally obtained since the Higgs (A5 ) is localized towards the IR–boundary. Therefore
small Yukawas can be obtained for the 1st and 2nd family by localizing the zero–mode fermions
towards the UV–boundary and then having a small overlapping with the Higgs [15]. Interestingly,
flavor transitions induced by the KK are small and there is not conflict with the experimental data.
This can be easily understood in the holographic approach. The 1st and 2nd family of SM fermions
are approximately UV–boundary fields with a very small coupling to the bulk.
By integrating the bulk, we can obtain the effective theory on the UV–boundary. We can write
this theory in the background of a constant Higgs h. For the transverse part of the gauge bosons the
effective lagrangian, at the quadratic level, can be written as
=

L eff =

1
a aµ
â â µ
[Πa (q)Aµ A + Πâ (q)Aµ A ℄ :
2

(2.5)

The indexes a and â run respectively over the SO(4) generators (unbroken on the IR-boundary) and
4 Global

supersymmetry can be also an example for such symmetry [13].
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UV boundary :
5D Bulk :
IR boundary :
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the SO(5)=SO(4) generators (broken on the IR-boundary), and
Πa â (q) =
;

1 p Y0 (qL0 )J˜0 1 (qL1 )
g25 k L0 Y1 (qL0 )J˜0 1 (qL1 )

Ỹ0 1 (qL1 )J0 (qL0 )
;
Ỹ0 1 (qL1 )J1 (qL0 )

;

;

;

(2.6)

;

with J˜1 (qL1 ) = J1 (qL1 ), J˜0 (qL1 ) = J0 (qL1 ) (g25 k=g2IR ) pL1 J1 (qL1 ) and similarly for Ỹ0 1 . Here g25
denotes the SO(5) bulk gauge coupling, and 1=g2IR is the coefficient of the SO(4) boundary kinetic
term on the IR-boundary. Analogous formulas apply for the U(1)B L gauge boson, that has been
omitted in Eq. (2.5) for simplicity. We have not written down possible boundary kinetic terms on
the UV-boundary, though they can be included in a straightforward way.
b
From Eq. (2.5) we can get the contribution to S:
;



3g2 1 2
4
Π0a (0)℄ ε2 =
ε 1 + zIR
2
8 g5 k



3

(2.7)

;

where ε = 246 GeV= fπ with fπ2 = 4=(g25 kL21 ) and zIR = g25 k=g2IR . In order to satisfy Sb . 2:5  10
(the 99% CL bound), we must require
ε

.0 5

s

:

10
N



1
;
1 + 4=3 zIR

3

(2.8)

where N = 16π2 =g25 k. We see that in order to remain in the weak coupling regime, 1=N  1, we
need ε < 1. In particular, taking N = 10 and zIR = 0 (1) requires ε  0:5 (0:3). To determine
whether EWSB is triggered and an ε < 1 is generated in our model, one has to compute and
minimize the Higgs potential.
Higgs potential and vacuum misalignment
At the one-loop level a non-zero Higgs potential is generated. The most important contributions arise from the SM SU(2)L gauge boson and from the top. One can show that, to a good
aproximation, the Higgs pontetial is given by
V (h) ' α cos

h
fπ

β sin2

h
;
fπ

(2.9)

where α and β are constants. This potential has a minimum at cos h= fπ =
s

ε=



1

α
2β

α=(2β), i.e.

2

(2.10)

:

Thus, for suitable values of α and β the EWSB can occur dynamically. Gauge fields only contribute
to the β with an overall positive coefficient and tend to align the vacuum in the SU(2)L preserving
direction. A misalignment of the vacuum can only come from top loops, and only if the coefficients
α and β are comparable in size. The physical Higgs mass is given by
m2Higgs '

2β ε2
fπ2

 NNc (246 GeV)2
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Sb =

g2 0
[Π (0)
2 â
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Figure 1: Masses of the first vectorial and fermionic resonances ρ, q̃ L , b̃R , t˜R obtained by scanning over the
input parameters in the minimal model. Blue squares correspond to ε > 0:4, green fat dots to 0:2 < ε < 0:4,
small red dots to ε < 0:2.

We see that for moderate values of N the Higgs mass can be above the experimental bound mHiggs >
114 GeV. Since in order to satisfy the experimental constraints coming from Se we need ε < 1, then,
from Eq. (2.10), we see that the relation α ' 2β must be fulfilled at the 10% level for ε . 0:4. 5
This is possible by an adjustment of the 5D parameters: the 5D gauge coupling and 5D fermion
masses.
Fig. 1 shows points in the parameter space of the model that pass all EWPT. The figures give
the mass of the resonances as a function of the Higgs mass. The fermionic KK states q̃L , t˜R , b̃R tend
to be lighter than the gauge resonances. For values of mHiggs  115 GeV and ε  0:4, all fermionic
resonances lie around 1:5 2 TeV, while mρ  2 3 TeV.
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